Breeding and Producing Organic Seeds

Vitalis Eazyleaf Assortment
Eazyleaf varieties feature a narrow leaf attachment and a high leaf count. With one cut from the base in the field
or the kitchen, volumes of equally-sized, tasty leaves fall apart into individual pieces ready for the plate or to include
in a mix, with no removal of cores necessary. Eazyleaf can be sold as a pre-cut mix, or as a whole head marketed to
customers as a one-step, easy to prepare salad green.
Compared to traditional babyleaf spring mix, Eazyleaf brings more texture, flavor, volume, and shelf life, and allows
for a wider harvest window. Eazyleaf culture also allows for better weed control, as it is possible to cultivate around
young plants.
All Vitalis Eazyleaf varieties can be harvested by hand for whole heads, or mechanically for a mix. For mechanical
or one-cut hand harvest, transplant or thin to 4” apart. For whole head harvest, 8” spacing is recommended.
All varieties in the Vitalis assortment have strong Downy Mildew (Bl, CA), Red aphid (Nr:0) , and Tomato Bushy
Stunt Virus (TBSV) resistance for the organic market.

Buckley - Red Oakleaf
Buckley is a beautiful one-cut red oakleaf. Lobed, deep red glossy leaves grow
in an upright rosette, forming a highly presentable mix or whole head. Pair with
Hampton Eazyleaf for a vibrant display. Upright habit paired with strong disease
resistance package make this an excellent choice for organic growers.
Harvest Period: Spring, Summer, Fall
Resistances: HR: Bl:16-32/CA1-8/Nr:0/TBSV.

Capulin - Green Tango
A high leaf count, one-cut variety with good weight, and thick texture. This full
sized green tango is well suited for hand or mechanical harvest. Appropriate for
fall, winter and spring production. Not recommended for the heat period.
Harvest Period: Winter, Spring, Fall
Resistances: HR: Bl:16-27,29,31-32/CA1-8/Nr:0/TBSV.

www.vitalisorganic.com

Ezrilla - Green Tango
This is a unique one-cut green tango. Ezrilla has incized, dark green outer leaves
and a sweet, blanched center. We highly recommend this variety for adding
texture, loft, and crunch to your mix. Strong disease resistance and slow bolting
make Ezrilla an adaptable variety for many regions and seasons.
Harvest Period: Year-Round
Resistances: HR: Bl:16-32/CA1-8/Nr:0/TBSV.
IR: Lettuce Mosaic Virus (LMV:1).

Green Reef - Green Incised Tango
This unique one-cut lettuce is in a category of its own! Green Reef will add 3D loft
and diversity to your mix. Highly serrated green leaves have a thick texture and
a narrow attachment. Good for whole head or mechanical harvest. Green Reef
has a compact growth habit, and can be spaced as close as 3”. This variety has
tremendous shelf life.
Harvest Period: Winter, Spring, Fall
Resistances: HR: Bl:16-32/CA1-8/Nr:0/ TBSV.

Hampton - Green Oakleaf
Hampton is a voluminous, high leaf count one-cut oakleaf. Dark green, shiny,
flexible leaves have a narrow attachment. Hampton is impressively slow to bolt
and resists tipburn, making it a flexible variety for year-round production.
Harvest Period: Year-Round
Resistances: HR: Bl:16-32/CA1-8/Nr:0/ TBSV.
IR: Lettuce Mosaic Virus (LMV:1).

DISCLAIMER
Descriptions, recommendations and illustrations included correspond as closely as possible to tests and practical experience. This information is provided to assist professional
growers and users; however, variable local conditions must be taken into account. Under no circumstances shall Enza Zaden accept liability based on such information for
deviating results in the cultivated product. The purchaser is responsible for determining whether the items are suitable for the intended cultivation type and location.
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